How malignant is malignant? A brief review of the microscopic assessment of human neoplasms, and the prediction of whether they will metastasize and kill.
This review examines ways in which histopathologists can attempt to predict the degree of malignancy from the microscopic examination of surgically removed samples of human neoplasms. These include mitotic counts, measurement of DNA content, analysis of DNA turnover, measurement of proliferation antigens, measurement of nucleolar organizing areas, counting nucleoli, morphometry of nuclei, identification of genetic change, measurement of lysis of basement membrane, and measurement of invasion in vitro. The latter two are not currently of practical value. Of the rest none is uniformly capable of predicting the degree of malignancy of a human neoplasm. After further refinement and control measurement of several such parameters may however contribute more to the prediction of malignancy than present subjective assessments.